Best of Show Winner: Redhead Duck, by Rachel Henderson, age 18, Ipswich, SD.

Conservation Message Winner: “I learned that license fees help save wetlands,” by Griffin Clubb, age 12, DeSmet, SD.

Group 1 Winners

1st Place
Shannon Roubideaux
Casey Kindsfater
Austin O’Bryan

2nd Place
Carter Foltz
Olivia Kaul
Leah Whittington

3rd Place
Rihanna Holy Bull
Esten Biegart
Ryur Larson

Honorable Mention
Veronica Brunner
Matthew Preys
Lauren Earning
Wyatt Kontz
Tarynn Torsney
Joslynn Navratil
Allie Richey
Lincoln LeBrun
Addison Fisherman
Kaden Burshiem
Faith Wiese
Bishop Cook
Ella Hoffman
Abigail Lewis
Peyton Hunter
North Neff

Group 2 Winners

1st Place
Elinor Damburg
Bria Shay Neff
Emily Matson

2nd Place
Riley Neff
Noah Bailey
Carson Roti

3rd Place
Trenton M.
Griffin Clubb
Aidan O'Shea

Honorable Mention
Casey Nauta
Rebecca Heinemann
Hans Peterson
Elizabeth Paulis
Cameron B.
Bryce Hauck
Lily Williams
Catelynn Camarena
Mali Deal
Morgan Martin
Maanza M.
Levi Siewert
Gianna Menzel
Paige Mertens
Elouise Adams
Tiffany Taylor
Erica Guthmiller

Group 3 Winners

1st Place
Emma Siewert
Camille Sykora
Logan Henson

2nd Place
Sarah Heberlig
Hannah Cuka
Claire Sorenson

3rd Place
Noah Heesch
Goeden Sawyer
Abigail Crites

Honorable Mentions
Lauren Strand
Calista Q.
Logan Strand
Shantell S.
Gabe Nible
Hyrum Bailey
Kelsey Whalen
Corson F.
Ava Brendt
Samatha E.
Katelyn Sternhagen
Daniel Schilling
Adrian G.
Tessa Kibler
Patience M.
Issac Peterson
Jonas G.

Group 4 Winners

1st Place
Quinn Kribell
Zoe Ryherd

2nd Place
Shaunay Jones
Jesse Henson
Rhianna P.

3rd Place
James E.
Megan Kleinsasser
Brooklyn Menzel

Honorable Mention
Richard G.
Emma Graves
Margaret Biskup